
Emergence of Civilizations Spring 2008 
Study guide for the final exam 

 
   Bring one or two blue books to the exam, any size. The final exam is worth 24% of the course 
grade (200 points out of 850, since we dropped a 150-point paper). The final exam is similar to the 
midterm, but you have one hour and fifty minutes to complete it. It emphasizes regions covered 
after the midterm (Egypt, China, and the Andean coast), but uses concepts from the first part of the 
course (definitions, theories, ideas such as monumental architecture and redistribution), and may 
include comparisons with Mesopotamia. You have choices about which questions to answer, or 
which societies or theories to discuss. You will write two essays about three to six paragraphs long 
that should take 25 to 30 minutes each, and four shorter, related essays of one to three paragraphs 
that should take 10 to 15 minutes each. You will mark the locations of a dozen geographical 
features and archaeological sites on maps like the ones posted on the class website, but without the 
dots and labels. You should know the named features on the posted world map of “pristine” 
civilizations, the map of southwest Asia, Anatolia, and the Nile, the map of Neolithic China, and the 
general location of the Norte Chico region in Peru. There are no questions about modern nations. 
 

   You should understand the material covered in the readings and lectures. I look for clear, logical 
arguments supported by specific examples and evidence. I want to see concepts not merely 
mentioned, but also explained. When a question has several parts, be sure to address them all. You 
can write a good answer by treating it as an argument in which you convince me, the skeptical 
reader, that your claims are correct, using specific evidence and making your logic so plain that I 
can't misunderstand or disagree. 
 

   Suggestions for studying: Review the readings, lecture notes, slides, maps, and other items on the 
class web page. Identify important points and arguments for each theme, time period, or place. That 
is, be able to answer questions like "Why must we distinguish Upper from Lower Egypt?", "What 
happened in the Longshan Horizon?" or "What was notable about Caral?". Even if the exam doesn't 
ask those questions, you will know that information for other questions. Also, try contrasting 
different places, periods, or regions. For example, “how was the culture of Upper Egypt in Naqada 
II similar to, and different from, the Yangshao culture?” or “How was Anyang similar to and 
different from Caral?” Comparisons help you pick out the significant features of each site or period. 
 

Examples of the kinds of questions that might be on the final exam: 
 
1. Contrast the environments and subsistence systems of three regions we have covered. How 

might these have affected the processes that led to complex societies in each case? 
 
2. The concentration of surplus in a redistributive system is thought to have been important in the 

development of social complexity and hierarchy in Mesopotamia. Discuss the evidence 
concerning the control and concentration of surplus in two cases in other regions, and the role 
that the production and flow of surplus might have played in increasing social complexity. 

 
3. Describe and compare the monumental architecture and/or large-scale public works of Egypt 

before the Old Kingdom, China up through the Shang dynasty, and the Late Archaic sites of the 
Norte Chico of Peru. 

 
4. Discuss the pattern of cultural, military, and political unification in Egypt, and a range of 

evidence that suggests it. 
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5. Know the theories about complex society and their names well enough to answer a question like 
“Describe and explain Wittfogel’s hydraulic hypothesis” about the following theories: 
• Karl Wittfogel’s “hydraulic hypothesis” 
• V. Gordon Childe’s “social surplus” theory 
• Robert Carniero’s “circumscription” theory 
• William Sanders and Barbara Price’s “success in competition” theory 
• David Webster’s “war finance” theory 
• Elman Service’s “managerial benefits” theory 
• Allen Johnson and Timothy Earle’s “economics of population growth” theory 
• William Rathje’s “resource-deficient core” theory 
• Elizabeth Brumfiel’s “individual and class strategy” approach 

 
6. What did K.C. Chang mean by "institutionalized violence" in his discussions of Chinese 

prehistory? What would its role(s) have been in the emergence of complex society there? 
Discuss how this concept does or does not fit with evidence from two other cases we covered. 

 
7. Was Yangshao society a civilization? Why or why not? Using what definition or characteristics? 

• … and other combinations of definitions, cases, and periods. 
 
8. Would Rathje’s resource-deficient core theory help to explain the emergence of complex society 

in Egypt? In the Norte Chico of Peru in the Archaic Period? Why or why not? 
• … and other combinations of theories and cases. 

 
9. Compare and contrast the complex societies of Early Dynastic Egypt and Shang China, and the 

processes that gave rise to them. 
• … and other combinations of societies we have covered. 

 
10. Do you think that warfare is a necessary feature of the development of complex society? Why or 

why not, using evidence from the cases we have considered in this course? 
 
11. How do advancements in technology fit into the emergence of civilization, based on the 

definitions, theories, and cases we have covered in this course? 
 
12. Describe and contrast the nature, evidence for, and uses of early writing in Mesopotamia, Egypt, 

and China. What aspects do they have in common, and how do they differ? What can we learn 
about the development of complex society from them, in general and for each case? 

 
13. Discuss the nature and development of social hierarchy in China up through the Shang dynasty, 

and a range of evidence that suggests it. Could the model suggested by Chinese archaeologists 
apply to other cases, too? What evidence might you look for to check? 

 
14. What role(s) do you think that religion and/or beliefs about the supernatural play in the 

emergence of complex society? Illustrate with examples from two or more cases we covered. 
 
15. Discuss and compare the roles and sources of power of elites and/or rulers in three cases that we 

have covered, supporting your claims with evidence from each case. Are these emerging elites 
and/or rulers essentially similar, or are they different in fundamental ways? Explain.  


